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Beyond the National: Pathways of Diffusion*

Helga A. Welsh

Ideally, in the aftermath of dictatorial rule, victims’ concerns are addressed
and their oppressors punished, the truth about the structures and incidence
of human rights violations is unearthed, and bridges are built between
opposing camps to secure a democratic future. However, we have no
expedient prescriptions for the best combination of preferred measures or
the best way to implement them or the best way to translate them across
locales. For some, coming to terms with the past is necessarily conditioned
by a specific history, politics, and society. What fits one country may not fit
another.1

In practice, the spread of transitional justice norms and processes exerts
external influence on policies.2 BrigitteWeiffen speaks of a “global phase” and
divides international impact into two main categories: transnational networks,
in particular non-governmental organizations (“bottom-up variant”) and
direct intervention (“top-down variant”).3 More specific international and
transnational actors also agitate for accountability measures.4 Ellen Lutz
and Kathryn Sikkink coined the term “justice cascade” to describe the process
by which one transnational advocacy network – activist lawyers – contributed
to the proliferation of human rights trials in Latin America.5 Independent of
the particular form of influence, international transitional justice advocacy
has increased and become more professionalized.6

When the countries in Central and Eastern Europe, defined here as those
nominally sovereign during communist rule and now members of the
European Union (EU) and NATO,7 exited communism in 1989–1990, deal-
ing with the abuses of the previous regime was an urgent and immediate
task. Discourses were heated, policies contested, and the timing, methods,
and scope of responses differed considerably, exposing a continuum of
action from leaders to laggards. Surprisingly, then, in comparison to other
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parts of the world, external influence on transitional justice policies here has
received scant attention. Once the EU became a major actor, John Gledhill
highlighted the largely unintended consequences of regional integration on
“historical reckoning” but concluded that the influence was “partial and
variable.”8 A second strand of literature analyzed how international courts
set standards for transitional justice policies.9

Twenty-five years after the newly established democratic governments first
openly confronted the human rights legacies of communist regimes, I revisit
the question,10 asking to what extent the salience and form of international
organizations and transnational interactions have evolved and to what effect.
This approach is warranted by the view of Europe as an ideal laboratory for
diffusion studies due to the Europeanization of policies and Central and
Eastern Europe as an ideal demonstration of the significance of transnational
actors during the transition years.11 I also want to examine the imputation that
geographic diffusion effects reinforce regional patterns – what would drive
such convergence?12

I use the term diffusion to encompass indirect, exogenous effects on
framing debates, setting standards, and institutionalizing transnational net-
works. In its most basic form, it refers to the local effects of policies and
practices that originated in other countries or with international organiza-
tions. It privileges processes over outcomes, which can vary greatly; scholars
emphasize the conditions that favor it, the mechanism used, the actors
that promote it, and its function.13 Diffusion mechanisms can be used to
advance certain policies, mobilize support, gain legitimacy, and validate
often divergent policy approaches. I differentiate between some form of
learning as part of cross-national demonstration effects, norm promotion,
passive leverage, and spillover. These categories serve as an analytical
road map; they may be distinct in theory, but in practice, their borders are
fluid.

I begin with a synopsis of transitional justice in Central and Eastern
Europe, highlighting convergence amid differentiation. The main section
describes relevant diffusion mechanisms, their effects on receiving coun-
tries, and the agents involved (see Figure 8.1). I pay special attention to the
variety of expressions of Europeanization processes.14 The discussion traces
the evolution of transmission channels from mostly bilateral contacts to
interactions with international organizations and the establishment of struc-
tured networking. The conclusion summarizes how diffusion played out in
Central and Eastern Europe, the barriers it encountered, and suggestions for
future research.
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transitional justice in central and eastern
europe: an overview

Choosing a starting point for any study of regional diffusion processes at once
raises important methodological questions: How to establish a certain degree
of commonality among a set of countries without downplaying or misrepre-
senting their policy diversity? Can commonality be explained by path-
dependent domestic processes or international trajectories? When both are
involved, what is their individual weight? The few extant cross-national,
longitudinal studies illustrate the problems of delineating causality. Tricia
D. Olsen, Leigh A. Payne, and Andrew G. Reiter, covering the period from
1970 to 2007, suggest regional patterns: “Trials, lustration policies, and repar-
ations occur most often in Europe. Non-European countries more frequently
adopt truth commissions and amnesties than do their European counterparts,
with a particularly high number of amnesties granted in Latin America.”15

Another study by the same authors, examining court trials from 1970 to 2004,
challenges the assumption of regional contagion effects per se; advocacy
networks and membership in international organizations and/or international
nongovernmental organizations are crucial.16

Although transitional justice, under different names, has a long tradition,17

the post-communist challenges were unique with few precedents to draw
from. Rights abuses were convoluted; in targeting large groups, they took the
form of expropriation and surveillance, and subjected alleged and real polit-
ical dissenters to a wide range of measures, including imprisonment. Themost
brutal forms of terror and repression were exercised in the late 1940s and the
1950s. The “softer” forms that gradually replaced them still relied on intimi-
dation and harassment and tolerated no opposition.

Agents (Actors in Sending
and Receiving Countries)  

Effects on
Receiving Countries  Diffusion Pathways  

Governmental and
semipublic institutions 

International organizations 

Non-governmental
organizations
Transnational advocacy
groups 

Epistemic communities

Demonstration effect

Norm promotion

Passive leverage

Spillover

Inspiration

Emulation

Norm promotion

Networking

Coalition building

figure 8.1: Agents, Diffusion Pathways, and Effects
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In reaction, a distinct, shared preoccupation with the legacy of state
security agents and access to their files became the primemode of revelation.
In contrast to lustration procedures, court trials of deposed communist
officials were mostly symbolic; they were old and ill, and their sentences
were lenient. Restorative measures were widely seen as the material and
immaterial redress that victims were owed, but although restitution of con-
fiscated private property was deemed central to economic justice, it was
politically charged. Excluding Romania, where property restitution remains
unresolved,18 the other countries acted relatively swiftly but policies differed
in who was entitled, what time frame was applied, and what form restitution
(in-kind restitution versus material compensation) would take. Each of these
decisions raised questions about exclusion and potential discrimination.
While state-sponsored truth commissions to achieve historical reckoning
have spread around the world, regionally, their role and impact have been
muted and restricted to Germany and Romania.19 Memorialization strat-
egies abounded everywhere, ranging from renaming a street to the construc-
tion of museums.

Some path development was expected, and similarities in approach, but
not scope and timing, can be explained by common contexts – the coun-
tries’ geographic and systemic proximity and the roughly forty-year span of
communist rule. Nonetheless, scholars have been preoccupied with the
degree of variation in these countries’ transitional justice policies. (East)
Germany and the Czech Republic were forerunners with prompt, extensive
policies. After slow starts, Poland and Slovakia became more engaged but
not Bulgaria and Romania. Hungary has occupied a special position, as its
policy repertoire mirrored those of other countries, but was particularly
constrained by constitutional jurisdiction.20

Broadly speaking, explanations for these variations focus on legacy and
present politics, but the proper mix remains disputed.21 Recurring variables
are: (1) the different degrees of legitimacy of the communist regimes; (2) dis-
tinctive paths away from communism toward democracy that produced
variations in accommodation with and influence of the previous communist
elites; and (3) strategic elite calculations.22 Transitional justice is generally
portrayed as a struggle among political elites, neglecting not only civil
society groups and the media but also external factors that played important
roles in the discourse and kept it alive, particularly where legislation and/or
implementation were delayed or weak.23

The following sections explore divergent diffusion channels and outcomes
across the region.
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demonstration effects and cross-national
communication

Czechoslovakia and Germany were the first to enact lustration, the aspect of
transitional justice most distinct to Central and Eastern Europe and the
most disputed.24 Germany pioneered public access to state security files, and
both countries have been vigilant in enacting transitional justice policies.
Consequently, their acts have been frequent reference points in the neighbor-
ing countries’ discourse, although best practices were also drawn from other
sources. For example, in the lustration debates at the beginning of the 1990s,
Spain’s and Portugal’s “drawing a thick line” and advocating “forgive and
forget” countered the Czech and German emphasis on disclosure and poten-
tial employment bans.25

Lustration laws required screening public officials, a task most often
handled by special committees. In all settings, it was soon intimately linked
with public access to the files of the former secret police. Proponents advo-
cated file access as an important step in the decommunization process and the
main vehicle of “truth finding.”26 Naming secret service agents and collabo-
rators was also perceived as an important corollary to the few criminal trials.
Arguments against reliance on the files and public access to them have run the
gamut: the files are incomplete and inaccurate; opening them will expose and
undermine secret police methods, spark revenge and hatred, and violate laws
to protect personal information and other laws.27

Despite these concerns, in summer 1990, the freely elected parliament of
the German Democratic Republic (GDR) voted unanimously to open the
files of the hated state security, commonly called the Stasi, and in August it
passed by a wide majority a law securing Stasi files as one of its last acts.
Following unification with West Germany in 1990, the Stasi Records Act
passed in December 1991,28 and public access started in 1992. A separate
agency, the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security
Service of the former German Democratic Republic (BStU), was created to
house the files, to organize the modalities of public access, and to conduct
research on them. This institutional innovation proved too important to
ignore, and by 2002, all countries in the region had opened special state
security archives and made files accessible to the public.

Important country-specific differences remain. They include the number of
files made public or destroyed in the aftermath of the communist collapse and
privacy stipulations. The archives themselves differ in terms of organizational
structure, staff, and public availability. Some include documents from World
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War II. Several institutions copied the BStU in building substantial research
departments, while others are solely archives. Public response to file access has
also differed; applications remain highest in Germany. Explanations for this
variation include the availability of files, bureaucratic obstacles to access, and
the passage of time, which may have dampened interest.

Disparities notwithstanding, the spread of file access begs for an explana-
tion. Domestic factors, such as shifting political coalitions and policy goals,
may have pushed neglected demands for file access to the top of the agenda.
Council of Europe Resolution 1096 (1996) recommended opening secret
service files, but its impact was marginal at best. More likely is the power of
the demonstration effects from neighboring countries. As in other areas of
transitional justice, observers cited German file access as either a model
or unsuitable for other countries in the region. Although skepticism about
the practice, seen as “typically German,” prevailed initially, the debate con-
tinued.29 When the perceived negative side effects did not materialize, the
German model became attractive: it helped to prevent the illegal release of
files and subsequent media leaks that rocked politics everywhere.30 As Georges
Mink contends, “the model that won all countries’ admiration was the one
designed by the Germans of the former GDR,” referring to the BStU, whose
sheer existence spurred emulation, however delayed and controversial.31

In Poland, public file access was rejected at first because creating an archive
would have delayed lustration, but the BStU example turned opinion. The
Polish Institute of National Remembrance (IPN), founded in 1998, is hardly
imaginable without the BStU.32 IPN member Antoni Dudek explains: “The
example of the BStU was very important for authors of the act on the IPN, but
the IPN is not a copy.” Among other novel features, it has a prosecution
department, and the Polish lustration model is quite different from
Germany’s.33

In the Czech Republic, the idea of public file access was discussed from the
beginning of lustration: “the fact that it was possible to do it in Germany was
one of the arguments for the opening of the archives.”34 Slovak reporters used
legislation in neighboring countries to support similar measures: “it was there-
fore ‘high time’ for the country to do the same.”35 In similar fashion, Archivist
László Varga refers to the important role that the BStU played in debates about
founding the Historical Archive in Hungary.36 Paweł Machcewicz speaks of a
“chain reaction with the most important countries, Germany and Poland,
showing the way.”37

In countries where public file access ran into strong resistance, the German
approach was particularly attractive. The first head of the BStU, Joachim
Gauck, writes that in Bulgaria and Romania, “the few who advocated dealing
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with the past praised our solution almost effusively,” while others clearly
disassociated themselves from it.38 He visited Romania in 1992, 1994, and
1997. In 1992, he was invited by the Association of Former Political Prisoners
(AFDPR), an important civil society actor with over 100,000members; accord-
ing to Petrescu and Petrescu, “[i]t was the first time . . . the problem of dealing
with the files of the secret police was discussed in a professional manner.”39 As
part of his 1997 visit, Gauck reported to the Romanian parliament. As early as
1993, Constantin Ticu Dumitrescu, Senator for the National Peasant Party
and a founder of the AFDPR, proposed a bill that would allow citizens access
to Securitate files, but he was criticized even by his own party. Gauck allegedly
encouraged him: “Don’t think in Germany it was easier.”40 Defeated several
times, the 1999 “Ticu law” allowed limited access to the Securitate files; it was
revised in 2006, but the Romanian Constitutional Court declared it uncon-
stitutional by unanimous vote in 2008. To this day, file access is disputed.41

Initially, the post-communist countries were preoccupied with how they
would tackle their past; information about neighboring practices was commu-
nicated mostly through the media. Often these accounts lacked detail about
limitations and weaknesses of particular approaches but they were still expe-
dient as they invited comparison with the situation at home. The practice of
file access spread by example and soft means – information visits, conferences,
and workshops. The BStU mattered, but emulation was reinforced by cross-
cultural communication that raised awareness and inspired others.

Inquiries from abroad arrived at the BStU; its employees were invited to
visit, and Gauck traveled widely, often supported by funds from German
political foundations and government ministries. How the agency should
respond to these requests was a matter of debate. Promoting the German
example was rejected, but disseminating ideas and information about the
agency’s work, which was intended to dispel objections to creating similar
agencies in other settings and to support domestic stakeholders in the
German model, was deemed acceptable. BStU researchers could accept
invitations to engage in such activities, while they could not travel on official
business.42

At times, German political foundations acted as brokers between sending
and receiving countries. All major German political parties have such foun-
dations that provide “assistance for democratization and political cooperation”
at home and abroad; after the fall of communism, they quickly established
themselves in Central and Eastern Europe.43 These foundations pursued
political education on transitional justice by establishing contacts among
politicians, civil society groups, and media representatives in the host coun-
tries, on the one hand, and the BStU and other German transitional justice
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agencies, on the other. Theymediated the diffusion of ideas by arranging study
trips and political consultations, and acted as “norm entrepreneurs” or “agents
of projection” when they organized national and international seminars and
conferences.44 For example, just before the parliamentary debates in 1999,
Romanian members of parliament, journalists, and historians visited the
BStU, and the media reported on its activities, highlighting the substantial
differences between the German and Romanian experiences in dealing with
the communist state security services.45 Ekaterina Boncheva, board member
of the Committee for Access and Disclosure of Documents and Announcing
Affiliation of Bulgarian Citizens to the State Security and the Intelligence
Services of the Bulgarian National Armed Services, used her journalistic
credentials to interview Gauck when he visited Bulgaria and, in 1999, wrote
about the work of the BStU after a visit to Berlin funded by the Konrad
Adenauer Foundation.46

Journalists played important roles in informing the public of practices in
other countries, and became active in their own right. Inspired by Bulgarian
efforts, in 2006, Romanian journalists launched a Clean Voices campaign to
identify secret agents among television reporters, press contributors, and talk
show hosts.47 Before the law enabling access to communist secret documents
was adopted in December 2006, non-governmental organizations and journal-
ists organized an international conference with representatives from Poland,
the Czech Republic, Germany, Slovakia, and Romania and collected the laws
of these countries to influence Bulgarian legislation based on “European best
practices.”48 Evocation of European standards was a powerful device used in
all countries.

norm promotion and passive leverage: the role
of european institutions

The “return to Europe” and entry into the international community of
democratic states figured prominently in the policy objectives of all Central
and East European countries. Due to the special circumstance of German
unification, the former East Germany joined European institutions in 1990.
For the others, membership in the Council of Europe was expedited in the
first half of the 1990s; accession to the EU followed in 2004 and 2007.

For the EU, transitional justice is an evolving activity that focuses on
international criminal justice and support for victims; in other domains, its
support is more muted and limited to funding. Most initiatives to promote
criminal prosecutions, truth commissions, victim reparation programs, and
security system reform, including, but not limited to, vetting the police, army,
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and judiciary,49 have come too late to affect Central and East European
countries in concrete ways. Nevertheless, the prospect of joining European
institutions influenced discourse and practices.

Norm Promotion. The Copenhagen criteria, passed in 1993, demanded
democracy and rule of law, among other things, as preconditions for
EU accession, but their link to reckoning with the past was vague at best and
never a benchmark in negotiations. However, the pursuit of democracy and
rule of law was not without utility in enabling policy entrepreneurs to assert
soft influence, albeit to different ends. Noel Calhoun argues, for example, that
in Poland, lustration was initially restrained by a political debate about its
compatibility with liberal democratic principles.With time, the “debates grew
more nuanced,” as policy entrepreneurs learned from their own experiences,
those of neighboring countries, and parameters set by international
organizations.50

The rule-of-law criteria are indispensable but open-ended when applied to
the pursuit of transitional justice. They focus on Europeanization channels
through the legal community, in particular the Council of Europe and its
Court, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). Although the newly
established courts in post-communist Central and Eastern Europe became
important in framing transitional justice policies, they became embroiled
in legal disputes over the constitutionality of criminal trials, lustration, and
restitution rulings. Domestic courts entered largely uncharted waters to find
answers to such vexing problems as retrospective justice, statutes of limita-
tions, fairness, and the right to privacy versus the public good. In lustration
cases, for example, Maran Safjan, former Polish Constitutional Tribunal
judge and nowmember of the EUCourt of Justice, summarized the dilemma:
“two opposite sides can present serious arguments based directly on constitu-
tional values and principles.”51

Divergent approaches have been explained by procedural versus substantive
applications of the law. The history of the communist regime in question and
its legal and political reasoning heavily influenced transition modes. The
jurisdiction of the Hungarian and Czech constitutional courts stood at oppo-
site ends, while the Polish constitution took a compromise approach.52 As in
other areas of transitional justice, the rationales for avenues taken stem from
national conditions.

However, domestic courts did not act in isolation: they borrowed laws,
applied comparative frameworks, and received advice from international
courts. European institutions and national non-governmental organizations
from Europe and the United States trained public officials, including legal
personnel, aiming for both knowledge transfer and socialization. References to
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the practices of neighboring countries were common,53 but access to interna-
tional legal bodies, such as the ECHR and the International Labour
Organization (ILO), subjected affairs once considered solely in the domestic
domain to advisement, if not scrutiny. “An intervention from Strasbourg,”
where the ECHR is located, “was seen as an important and highly appreciated
guarantee of the correct path and irreversibility of the democratic transition,
which included a ‘human rights approach’ to transition.”54 Together with the
Venice Commission, an advisory body of the Council of Europe and the
ECHR, standards were set by scrutinizing and fine-tuning national legislation.
In her account of the ECHR case law, Eva Brems attests to the court’s restraint
in dealing with transitional justice yet demonstrates its importance in setting
criteria for resolving disputes and addressing individual complaints.55 In a
similar vein, Hamilton and Buyse laud the “nuanced approach” of the court,
whose adjudications stressed the timing of certain policies, individual assess-
ment of collective guilt, and the context and implementation of transitional
justice measures.56

The court has been most active in property restitution, and Central and
Eastern European claimants have used this avenue repeatedly; it reviewed far
fewer questions about lustration. Overall, the court was limited by temporal
jurisdiction – adjudication can only happen in matters that occur after a
country has ratified its membership in the court. The effects of these debates
on the adjudication of transitional justice are open to discussion. Wojciech
Sadurski, a legal scholar, attributed the “by-and-large lukewarm attitudes of
many constitutional courts” partly to “external influences that, on balance,
inclined the legal systems . . . against rather than in favour of lustration.”57 For
Jiřı́ Přibán, referring to rule of law became a “power technique.”58 Others
emphasize how lustration debates helped to define citizens’ rights, state duties,
and judicial restraint.59 So far, the notion of Europeanization has been
distinguished from the EU framework whose impact on transitional justice
through passive leverage was fleeting.

Passive leverage:Milada Vaduchova introduced the term passive leverage to
highlight the indirect influence that prospective membership can have on EU
applicant countries, as opposed to active leverage, which sets out concrete
goals that have to be met. It shows the “traction that the EU has on the
domestic politics of credible candidate states by virtue of its existence and its
usual conduct.”60 In the absence of active leverage, both advocates and
opponents jiggled the possibility of EU membership to legitimize their own
agendas. The coup attempt in the Soviet Union may have accelerated passage
of the Czech lustration law in 1991, but in the long run, the attraction of EU
membership proved more important.61 When Bulgaria and Romania were
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excluded in the 2004 round of accession, lustration and file access became
tools to advance membership. File transfer to the National Council for the
Study of Security Archives picked up remarkable speed between 2005 and
2007.62 In the May 2006 Romanian parliamentary debates, some “[l]egislators
believed that lustration had helped other post-communist countries to gain
early acceptance into the EU.”63

Counterarguments were raised on the same premise. Lustration was side-
stepped by pointing out that Romania had not remedied corruption to gain
accession; others referenced European values and ECHR rulings to defend
their opposition to lustration.64 Romania passed a new ordinance in 2006 to
expand lustration, but in 2008, one year after it joined the EU, the law on file
access was declared unconstitutional. With a dose of sarcasm, Iancu points
to the “impeccable sense of timing”; efforts to show the cleansing of society
were no longer necessary.65 In Bulgaria in 2006–2007, the revived discussion
about secret service file disclosure mingled endogenous pressure with desire
for EU entry.66

This section explored the ways that different diffusion mechanisms framed
debates and set standards. The topic of transitional justice could be broached
when democracy and rule of law were at stake, although domestic policy
stakeholders absorbed messages selectively to further their cause. In the
absence of active leverage, politicians and citizens used at times contradictory
references to European institutions to further their goals or, in the case of the
ECHR, to seek legal redress.67 References to Europe and Europeanization,
noticeably accelerating by the end of the 1990s, also encouraged spillover in
the form of networking, making Central and Eastern Europeans players in
their own right.

spillover: institutionalization of transnational
networks

Cross-border academic exchange and cooperation on joint projects dissem-
inate ideas and build community. In the 1990s, the diffusion of ideas
and practices was mostly limited to bilateral contacts or meetings of epistemic
communities.68 Structured transnational ties were slow to evolve,69 but
when membership in the EU was around the corner, the scope of transitional
justice advocacy changed. Three organizations owe their creation to indirect
spillover effects from Europeanization processes, supported by research in-
stitutes, many associated with state security service archives, that sprang up
in Central and Eastern Europe. In chronological order, the European
Network of Official Authorities in Charge of the Secret Police Files, the
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Platform of European Memory and Conscience, and the European Network
Remembrance and Solidarity. A brief discussion of their origins and missions
shows how the focus of transitional justice shifted from legal-administrative
measures with limited time frames to broader issues of memory politics, which
is open-ended.

European Network of Official Authorities in Charge of Secret Police Files.
In reaction to international inquiries and anticipation of the accession of
Central and East European countries, the BStU promoted international
cooperation and added a liaison section for international affairs in 2002. It
was also crucial in setting up the European Network of Official Authorities in
Charge of Secret Police Files, which connects the diverse Central and
East European institutions and engages scholars and practitioners in the
exchange of ideas.70 The network first met in Berlin in 2008; founding
members were Germany, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, and Slovakia. Recently, the Baltic States and Slovenia joined as
observers, taking part in activities without voting rights. Leadership rotates
among themember countries, with the chair institution hosting ameeting that
generally takes advantage of a relevant anniversary rather than adhering to an
annual cycle. The conference language is English. So far, most of its work has
focused on exchanging information, providing exogenous support when par-
ticular institutions are under attack by domestic political actors, organizing a
traveling exhibition and conferences, and publishing a reader.71 Several work-
ing groups are engaged in joint projects; a coordinating group facilitates
networking. The network endorses national approaches to the legacy of state
security files and the benefits of exchanging views andmutual support; its work
is closely circumscribed by its focus on the archives of the state security
services.72

Platform of European Memory and Conscience. The Central and East
European states that joined the EU in 2004 and 2007 have challenged its
prevailing memory strands – centrality of the Holocaust – to incorporate the
communist past. The conference that led to the Prague Declaration (June 3,
2008) and the resulting European Parliament resolution (April 2, 2009) called
for addressing communism and Nazism as shared European historical lega-
cies, and August 23 has since been dedicated as European Day of
Remembrance. During the rotating EU presidency in 2009, the Czech
Republic instituted the Platform of European Memory and Conscience,
which places the crimes of the communist regimes alongside those of the
National Socialist regime in European memory discourse. Headquartered in
Prague, it was officially founded in 2011. Its activities have focused on confer-
ences and exhibits; it recently published a reader, “Lest We Forget Memory of
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Totalitarianism in Europe.”73 Its members are selected institutions from
Central and Eastern Europe, the Baltic States, Slovenia, and Ukraine, with
“Western” membership limited to Germany and Sweden. Its scope has been
hampered by the indifference of Western European countries, the selection
criteria for inclusion, and staunch anti-communist rhetoric.

European Network of Remembrance and Solidarity. Scholars have inter-
acted on transitional justice since the fall of communism, but cross-border
academic exchange and cooperation on joint projects to disseminate ideas and
build community have evolved considerably from occasional seminars to
more organized collaboration, and research institutes have sprung up across
the region.

The European Network, headquartered inWarsaw, is the somewhat unlikely
result of German-Polish disputes connected with a planned Center against
Expulsions in Berlin. In 2003, faced with accusations of a German-centered
approach to ethnic expulsions in twentieth-century Europe, the ruling coalition
of the Social Democratic Party and the Alliance 90/The Greens in Germany
sought to ease tensions that threatened cross-border reconciliation. The immi-
nent enlargement of the EU into Central and Eastern Europe motivated
continuation of the project, which was broadened to include the Visegrad
countries (Poland, Czech Republic, and Hungary) along with Germany and
Austria. In 2005, the Czech Republic and Austria distanced themselves, but the
European Network was born nevertheless. In Poland, with a new conservative
government, interest dwindled; in 2009, after another government turnover, the
initiative was institutionalized.74 Ministers of culture in Germany, Hungary,
Poland, and Slovakia signed the agreement. This “difficult birth” of a politically
sensitive project owes much to political actors in Germany and Poland and the
cooperation of regional historians, who, according to one member, developed a
“tear-proof net of professional and personal contacts.”75 Scientific, educational,
and promotional projects involve the study and documentation of the dictatorial
experiences in twentieth-century Europe. Activities ranging from international
conferences and funding of media projects to the organization of youth semi-
nars aim to promote cross-national understanding through discussions and
knowledge transfer.

Pending EU membership and subsequent accession advanced the organ-
ization of transnational advocacy networks with clear missions, supplement-
ing, but not abrogating, earlier activities. Pay-off is indirect, long-term, and
part of a vision of Europeanization that includes memory culture. With EU
membership, Central and East European countries moved from receiving
Europeanization processes to participating in agenda-setting and coalition-
building, although their reach remains limited.
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conclusion

This chapter suggests both the promise of and limits to diffusion of transitional
justice in Central and Eastern Europe. It draws attention to external factors in
the pursuit of transitional justice and encourages further studies on particular
mechanisms and the role of actors in the spread of ideas and policies. The
following findings should be of interest to scholars and practitioners alike.

First, although domestic actors drove the process of transitional justice,
their policies did not simply evolve from past legacies or political power
constellations; they were also shaped by exogenous influence. This study
confirms that diffusion falls on fertile ground when actors in sender and
receiving countries share similar values and goals; the policy model is suffi-
ciently flexible so that it can be transplanted; and transnational diffusion
channels exist.76 The case study on public file access and the institutionaliza-
tion of archives that house them illustrates the intersection of these factors.
However, even if conditions are favorable, outcomes are not automatic or
predetermined. Diffusion effects have been scattered; in no case was the
“foreign” model copied directly.

Second, reflecting the heterogeneity of settings across the region, the open-
ness to diffusion varied; the extent to which exogenous influence mattered
depended on the policy measure under consideration, the receptivity of
national actors, and their place in the national power hierarchy. (East)
Germany and Czechoslovakia (later the Czech Republic) primarily exported,
rather than received, diffusion practices; together with Poland, they emerged
as the core “shapers” of transnational activities to advance transitional justice
agendas in the region. Domestic pressure coupled with diffusion effects kept
discourses alive in countries such as Bulgaria and Romania where transitional
justice stalled; references to and practices from abroad reopened windows of
opportunities for action but with mixed results.

Third, flows of information from abroad can assist in validating, supporting,
defending, or defeating certain policy proposals. Political actors applied
advice or responded to soft pressure selectively to strengthen divergent policy
positions, often using them rhetorically and symbolically rather than pro-
scriptively. Transitional justice actors also could choose from a repertoire of
actions, each with advantages and drawbacks, although the reception of
foreign models often lacked detail regarding its implementation in the send-
ing countries. If themultiplicity of actors brought novel and diverse viewpoints
or strategies, lack of coordinated efforts weakened their influence. Politicians
could resist domestic and international pressure, but cross-border linkages
made it increasingly difficult to ignore demands for action.77
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Fourth, time matters: transnational and international ties have moved from
the margins to assume greater scope and significance. Initially, policies that
inspired and/or legitimized similar efforts in other settings were the predom-
inant form of influence. Bilateral contacts to spread these ideas emerged
slowly. Europeanization agendas existed from the beginning, but only gained
influence toward the end of the 1990s when working toward entry and later
membership in the EU promoted cross-national interaction. Ambiguous in
their outcomes, references to European processes influenced discursive
frames and tactical methods.78

Finally, the diffusion of transitional justice processes raises normative and
empirical issues about the desirability and feasibility of external involvement.
My findings emphasize the promotion of ideas and practices not by coercion,
but by dialogue and assistance. The different pathways, ranging from inspira-
tion to spillover, respect the domestic character of transitional justice pro-
cesses, yet give credence to the importance of transnational and international
channels. Such cross-border views and interactions are salient even if their
outcomes are open-ended.
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